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Abstract: The paper evaluates the behavior of a red-mud solid fraction in a thickener feeder cup,
aiming to identify the main characteristics of particle distribution in the flocculation zone and to
determine the dependencies affecting the further process taking place in the particle-free sedimenta-
tion zone in the thickener-thickening unit. This work used mathematical and numerical modeling
to study the influence of such parameters as the flow rate of the feed pulp in the thickener, the flow
rate of the flocculant, the density of pulp at the inlet to the unit, and the viscosity and temperature of
the pulp on the particle-size distribution from under the feeder cup. The results and dependencies
obtained are intended to be used as nominal values in the red-mud thickening process performed on
a lab-scale unit.
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1. Introduction

The metallurgical industry features equipment with a large internal effective volume.
Such devices have high inertia between the inlet and the outlet products [1]. The inertia on
the automatic feed slurry-flow-control channel in a red slurry thickener can be up to 24 h,
depending on the size of the apparatus. The average diameter of the thickener can be 15 m
with a height of up to 5 m.

The modeling of the technological process studied in this work, namely, red-mud [2]
thickening, deserves attention for a number of reasons. The automation of this process
is a difficult task due to such properties as multi-connectedness, high inertia, and a large
number of output parameters [3,4]. The combination of these qualities does not allow one
to provide effective control of the object by means of classical control systems and requires
the study of parameters influencing the process using more complex and modern methods
of computer modeling. In general, the model of the red-mud thickening apparatus includes
a cylindrical cup with a feeder, a chute for overflow discharge, rakes, and a discharge
zone. The flocculation process under consideration takes place in the feeder cup, and the
size and shape of the resulting flocculus play a key role in the free sedimentation process.
In the case of the investigated flocculation process of asymmetric particles in the feeder
cup, repeated deaggregation (disintegration of enlarged aggregates) will reduce the quality
of the subsequent free sedimentation stage [5,6].

A review of foreign and national publications was conducted before starting the research.
The modeling the methods and features of the thickening and flocculation process are high-
lighted in [7–9], as well as more generalized works on continuous particle settling [10–12]
and metallurgic pulp slurries [13–15]. We must note that all of the existing thickening models
have some drawbacks and simplified assumptions that may impact the adequacy of the
model. For instance, most of the models do not consider the geometry and symmetry of the
device. This is especially relevant for the presence of a conical part in the radial thickener
that may significantly impact the results of modeling depending on a specific device’s design.
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The modeling does not consider the flocculation or the shapes and the symmetry of the
flocculae formed, although in real life flocculants are added everywhere because they increase
the thickening rate by several times. Models often rely on the assumption that there are no
solid particles in the clarified solution zone (Figure 1), although, in reality, whirl zones are
formed from the center of the thickener to its edges due to high flow rates. This results in
the solids entering the aluminate solution ducts. This effect is especially strong with high
bed levels.

Figure 1. Thickener process zones. Original images.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Flocculation Zone

Flocculation is the process of mixing enlarged particles with flocculants to form loose
aggregates or flakes (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Flocculation process. Original images.

Flocculation is based on the population balance equation (PBE). The population bal-
ance model was first described by Smoluchowski in 1917; nowadays, the most common
version is the one developed by Hounslow (1988) and Spicer (1996) [16]:

dNi
dt = ∑i−2

j=1 2j−i+1βi−1, jNi−1Nj +
1
2 βi−1,i−1N2

i−1−

−Ni ∑i−1
j=1 2j−1βi,jNj − Ni ∑∞

j=1 βi,jNj+

+∑∞
j=i Γi,jSjN j − Si Ni (1)

Ni—the number of particles of size i in the pulp; i, OOOJ—the probability of particles of
size i and j sticking together to form floccules; Si—the probability of particle decay; and
Γi,j—the particle decay distribution function.
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Creating a systematic strategy for developing PBE models that are both realistic for
industrial plants and mathematically simple for online applications is the first step towards
a wider use of PBE models in industry [17]. The population balance equation (PBE) is the
method most widely used to model particle aggregation, coagulation, and flocculation.
Both foreign and Russian researchers use PBE to model particle coagulation in order to
further optimize flocculation [18–20].

The PBE-based approach integrates the population-balance equations within the
framework of computational fluid dynamics, which allows one to describe the change in
particle-size distribution in both time and space. Despite its wide application, the forces
acting on the floccules and the physical parameters of the formed floccules cannot yet be
considered without introducing additional weighting coefficients. In most control systems,
the feed-pulp flow is a disturbance parameter because the quality of the bauxite depends
on the geological conditions of the deposit [21–23].

2.2. Feeding Cup of the Thickener

The feeder cup is the main part of the thickener, where the pulp particles are enlarged by
the flocculant solution. The flocculation process is complex and difficult to control [12,24,25].
On the one hand, the possible mechanisms for particle collisions are extremely complex
themselves, including the differential settling of particles and Brownian motion [26,27]. On the
other hand, they are significantly influenced by the properties of the initial solids (e.g., the
primary particle-size distribution [28] and the spatial structure of the particles) and flow-field
characteristics (e.g., the turbulence dissipation rate [29,30], shear rate, slurry viscosity [31], and
solids concentration [32–34]. In addition, the flocculation kinetics are significantly influenced
by the flocculant addition strategy (e.g., the type of flocculant, the location of addition and
dosing), the feed cup design, and dosing operations [35,36].

This research presents a simplified geometry (Figure 3) of the feeder cup constructed
in the standard Ansys Workbench module—SpaceClaim (Table 1). The object consists of a
feeder cup body (stationary part) and a slow-speed agitator, the shaft located in the internal
volume of the apparatus. As no thickening process is foreseen in this study, no additional
modelling of the rake itself is foreseen. The shaft is also fitted with a skirt to distribute the
flow of the aggregated pulp in the free settling zone.

Figure 3. Feed cup model. Original images.
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Table 1. Geometrical dimensions of the feed cup (m).

Parameter Size, m

Height, H 0.65
Diameter, D 0.4

Pulp flow line diameter, dp 0.03
Flocculant flow line diameter, df 0.015

Skirt diameter, dsk 0.2
Shaft height, hsh 0.8

Shaft diameter, dsh 0.03

These dimensions were not selected accidentally as in this research issue we are
investigating the distribution of particles in the feeding cup of a laboratory thickening
unit. To proceed to the full-scale experiments in the laboratory unit, it is necessary to
conduct calibration experiments in order to identify the main errors in the technological
process. In the case of the asymmetric particle aggregation process under study in the
feeder cup, repeated deaggregation (decay of enlarged aggregates) will reduce the quality
of the subsequent sedimentation steps. The process is undoubtedly influenced by changes
in the flow rate of the pulp feed stream.

2.3. Creating Mesh

Ansys Meshing is a versatile mesh generator that allows you to create a finite-element
mesh automatically or by yourself using customizable construction tools. We have used the
following three tools to build the mesh: the Sweep method, Multizone, Inflation. The type
of mesh elements was set with the predominance of hexahedron-based elements [37]. Thus,
in this study using Sweep method and Multizone, a hexahedral mesh of the inner volume
of the feeder cup of red-mud thickener was constructed. At the point where the simulated
volume was in contact with the wall, the Inflation tool was used to generate a grid in the
boundary region [38,39]. The application of this combination of methods has produced a
grid of high quality and with the accuracy required for the purposes of research (Figure 4),
as well as reduced the associated labor expenses.

Figure 4. Mesh quality. Original images.

The grid-independent test was carried out to ensure that the final results will not
depend on mesh grid sizes (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Grid-independent test. Original images.

The grid-independent test consisted of a step-by-step change of mesh element size
parameters, which allowed one to obtain meshes with different numbers of nodes and
cells. Then, on the basis of the CFD-model output data, the Stokes speed was calculated
for meshes with different numbers of elements. Thus, it was found that the maximum
value of the Stokes velocity deviation at the outlet of the feeder cup obtained in this grid-
independent test does not exceed 0.68% of the values obtained in the simulation with
the mesh chosen for the study. Moreover, when the mesh is further reduced, it can be
observed that the deviation varies from 0% to 0.34%. Based on the obtained results, it can
be concluded that a further increase in the number of elements is not required, and the
studied parameter hardly depends on the number of grid elements in the considered range.
Based on the results of the grid-independent test, a grid with 251,280 elements and 209,079
nodes was selected to be used.

2.4. Input Parameters

The pulp and flocculant flow characteristics were used as input parameters. The study
used the average generalized values of the different alumina plants as shown in Table 2.
The particle-size distribution was determined with the Analysette 22 NanoTec laser particle
analyser from Fritsch, for which pulp samples from operating plants were taken.

Table 2. Input simulation parameters.

Material Density (kg/m3) Viscosity (kg/m−s) Mass-flow rate (kg/s) Temperature (K)

Liquid

Pulp feed 1044 0.0012 1.5 360

Flocculant feed 1240 0.0021 3.29 330

Solid particles

Material Density (kg/m3) Min particle size (m) Max particle size (m) Temperature (K)

Red mud 3200 23E-07—32E-6 45E-6—65E-5 360

The minimum and maximum particle size values vary, depending on the sample
under consideration, thus making it impossible to accurately evaluate and predict the
distribution of the particles within the cup. Therefore, five groups of experiments with
different particle ranges will be carried out over the course of the study.

The groups were distributed symmetrically, relative to the averages, and the average
particle diameter in all groups was an order of magnitude higher than the minimum.
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2.5. Numerical Simulation

For the numerical simulation, we have chosen the Ansys Fluent software (ver. 2021
R2). The Ansys Fluent solver uses a finite-volume grid (with numerical values at the centers
of the cells). Fluent generates equations for the finite volumes, which ensure the storing
of flow values, a necessary condition for obtaining accurate solutions to fluid-dynamics
problems. During the project setup, we selected models that consider fluid-flow properties
(Multiphase, Energy, and Viscous) and red-mud solid-phase properties (DPM).

For the calculation, an inhomogeneous Eulerian model was chosen in the Multiphase
section. The number of Eulerian phases is 2 according to the numbers of the calculated
fluid flows (flocculant and pulp solutions). The main phase to be calculated is the red-mud
solution; the secondary phase is the flocculant solution. Viscous is calculated with the
Realizable k-epsilon (2 eqn) model with Standard-Wall-Function treatment. Futhermore,
the Turbulence Multiphase Model is considered as a mixture.

Energy was enabled to include the temperature conditions of the process around
345 K. The experiment input parameters are shown in summary Table 2. The DPM settings
considered the particle diameter distribution according to Table 3.

Table 3. Particle diameter distribution.

Particles Diameter (m)

group 1 2 3 4 5

min 23E-07 36E-07 5E-06 19E-06 32E-06

max 45E-06 73E-06 10E-05 37E-05 65E-05

mean 23E-06 36E-06 5E-05 19E-05 32E-05

2.6. Stocks Law

The further zone after the feeding cup is the free settling zone, where there is no
interaction between the particles and the settling velocity follows Stokes law.

Us∞ =
D2

f locg(ρs − ρ f )

18µ
(2)

The Stokes law settling rate depends on the floc diameter and the density of the material
and solution.

The diameter of the particles entering the settling zone depends on their distribution
in the feed cup. Thus, it is necessary to select the inlet flow rate of the pulp feed to ensure
good sedimentation and to maintain the specified solid-to-liquid ratio in the downstream
zone—the pulp-thickener compaction zone. Thus, in this study we will vary the mass-flow
rate of the inlet flow symmetrically with respect to the nominal value (1.5 kg/s).

To determine the flow rate and velocity, use the formula

ν = QV/S, (3)

where QV—volume flow rate in the pipeline, S—pipe cross-sectional area.

QV =
Qm

ρ
, (4)

where Qm—mass-flow rate in the pipeline, ρ—flux density.

S =
πd2

4
, (5)

where d—pipeline diameter.
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To determine the density of the two-phase flow (which in this paper is the pulp), we
use the following formula:

ρpulp = λ(ρs − ρl) + ρl , (6)

where ρs, ρl—the densities of solid and liquid respectively, λ—the ratio of the volume of
solid to the volume of the whole pulp.

3. Results

The experiment yielded an array of data. Each group of particles was simulated with
each of the 5 mass−flow rates considered. The measurements were taken on six planes at a
distance of 0.13 m, dividing the feed cup into even sections (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Sample planes. Original images.

Figure 7 shows the discrete phase distribution of the 3 groups of red mud samples
(Table 3). According to the results, particles with smaller diameters can be partly transported
into the area above the solids inlet by the counter−flow velocity of the flocculant aid. Particles
with a diameter close to the maximum are deposited towards the outlet of the feeder cup.

Figure 7. Distribution of the discrete phase in the feed cup. Original images.

A total of 25 experiments were carried out, and the graphs are presented below.
Figure 8 shows the noticeable speed perturbations associated with the design features of

the tumbler. There is no characteristic dependence on mass flow. However, it can be concluded
that with this group of particles, the recommended flow rate is the 1.0 kg/s as this graph is the
most uniform and prevents the formation of areas of stagnant particles as much as possible.
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Figure 8. Settling velocity for 3 group of particles. Original images.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of particle-settling velocity in the feeder cup of the
thickener. The values are based on a computer engineering simulation of the distribution of
the feed flows in the thickener cup. Thus, it can be seen that the velocity fluctuates almost
uniformly. It is worth noting that at the point 0.1 there is a zone where the settling velocity
drops in all the experiments conducted, due to the presence of flocculant injection and the
flow of the red-mud mixture. However, it can be observed that the higher the pulp flow
rate, the less the settling rate decreases. It is also worth noting the settled velocity at the
outlet of the beaker into the settling zone, which allows one to talk about the constancy of
the Stokes velocity. The divergence of velocities is not significant; however, to avoid the
formation of voids layers or the settling particles stagnation, it is recommended to choose
the velocity with minimum fluctuation. As can be seen from the graph, for this range of
particles the mass-flow rate of 2.5 kg/s is recommended.

Figure 9. Settling velocity for 4 group of particles. Original images.

Figures 10 and 11 highlight a single stream in a characteristic way. For the 1-particle
group, this is the 1.5 kg/s flow rate. For the 2-particle group, it is the 0.5 kg/s flow rate.
With comparable values of mass-flow rate and particle diameter, the lowest injection impact
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is observed at the 0.1 point. Thus, these flow rates can be recommended as effective for these
particle groups.

Figure 10. Settling velocity for 1 group of particles. Original images.

Figure 12 shows the group of particles with the largest diameter. As can be seen from the
graph, a mass flow value of 2.5 kg/s results in a constant increase in deposition rate, unlike the
other flows. Therefore, this flow rate is the most efficient solution for this particle size range.

The last experiment was held with an algorithm based on a population balance model
(PBM). This algorithm was created by our research group previously during our investi-
gations [40]. The necessary input data are feed and flocculant flow rates; the particle-size
distribution of the feed pulp; flocculant dosage; the inner diameter of the feeding line; and
liquor’s viscosity and density.

Based on the results of the obtained particle-size distribution (Figure 13), it can be
concluded that the composition of the flocculated red mud is polydisperse and hence
contains both structured and unstructured hydrocarbons, with a wide range of particle
sizes. In the current study, the feed slurry contained predominantly fine fractions The range
of flocculated particles was substantially influenced by the characteristics inherent to struc-
tured slurry. According to modelling results, mainly the solid particles after flocculation
are found in the following classes of 45–100 µm—70%.

Figure 11. Settling velocity for 2 group of particles. Original images.
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Figure 12. Settling velocity for 5 group of particles. Original images.

Figure 13. Particle size distribution after the flocculation process (result of the population balance model).
Original images.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

According to the size of the feed cup for the laboratory red-mud thickening unit,
the nominal value of the feeder slurry mass-flow rate (1.5 kg/s) was obtained. However,
the results of the numerical experiment showed that it is recommended to find a certain
flow rate for each group of particles as this will increase the efficiency of the deposition
process. Such tasks may be worthwhile in the future to determine a rational mass-flow rate
in real time. It is even possible to create a prediction system.

The experiments performed describe the thickening process in great detail. Dependencies
show the behavior of the particles, and the obtained database will allow determining at what
moment of time and location the particle will be registered. The data obtained will be used to
further implement the population balance equation and to create a complete flocculation model.

The need for computer-aided engineering analysis is reinforced by the complexity
of the process. The measurement of the flocculus properties (particle-size distribution,
porosity, density, and asymmetry) and flow characteristics during the process is also a
challenge, especially for the flocculation in the thickener.
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During the experiments in Ansys software, we have tried to use the existing PBM
module, but, unfortunately, the modelling results were unacceptable. In our further studies
of the thickening process, our own algorithm, which we use in the present research, will be
changed to an Ansys UDF for calculating flocculated particles.

Obtaining particle samples in production is limited due to the lack of sensors capable
of withstanding the high temperature and caustic environment in an uninterrupted mea-
surement mode. However, computer modelling has provided an effective alternative to
investigate the process behavior [41] and has also improved the possibility of obtaining
synthetic data [42,43] for developing work in predictive process control.
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published version of the manuscript.
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